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Introduction 

OSA-Express3 Inbound Workload Queueing
(IWQ) was included in the July 2010
announcements of  z/OS V1R12 and the
zEnterprise™ 196 Server.  

IWQ is an advanced new function on the
System z10™ and zEnterprise 196
OSA-Express3 features, for 1Gb and 10Gb
ethernet.  IWQ introduces the concept of
“multiple input queues”, where the
OSA-Express3 performs a real-time sort of a
“heterogeneous” inbound traffic stream onto
separate inbound processing queues (for
presentation to the host operating system -  
z/OS in this paper).  In IWQ mode, z/OS
Communications Server provides the rules
defining how OSA is to perform this
traffic-sort, and these rules are automatically
selected  in such a way as to improve system
performance beyond what would be possible
using a single input queue.

With IWQ, an inbound packet will be routed to
an ancillary input queue if a sorting rule has
been found matching the packet.  Else if no
sorting rule has been registered matching the
packet, OSA will route the packet onto the
primary input queue.

What do we mean by a “heterogeneous
inbound traffic stream”?
 
We’ll use the term “heterogeneous” or
“mixed” to describe a traffic stream being
presented inbound to z/OS, where the stream
consists of packets for a number of different
workload types.  For instance, we would
consider a burst off the ethernet containing
packets for both DB2™/DRDA and FTP as a
heterogeneous or mixed inbound traffic stream.

As will be described further, these workload
types have greatly-differing response time
demands, so it would make sense for z/OS to
tailor its processing to match the response time
requirements of the individual workloads.
 

How does z/OS V1R12 exploit OSA-3 IWQ?

When OSA-3 IWQ is enabled, z/OS
Communications Server and the
OSA-Express3 establish a primary input queue
and one or more ancillary input queues for
inbound traffic. z/OS Communications Server
and the OSA-Express3 cooperatively use the
multiple queues as follows:  

� The TCP layer quickly and automatically
detects connections operating in a bulk-data
fashion (such as FTP data connections),
and these connections are registered to the
receiving OSA-Express3 as bulk-mode
connections.  (Please note: the “bulk-data”
detection mechanism is not limited to any
particular application, nor is it based on
usage of any well-known port numbers.
The intent is to automatically detect any
TCP connection exhibiting streaming
behavior, then get it registered to the OSA
as a bulk-data connection.)  The
OSA-Express3 then directs an inbound
packet (received on this interface) for any
registered bulk-mode connection to the
TCP bulk-data ancillary input queue.  z/OS
Communications Server tailors its
processing for the bulk queue, notably by
improving in-order packet delivery on
multiprocessors, which generally results in
improvements to CPU consumption and
throughput.  The processing of data on the
bulk queue can be in parallel with traffic on
the other queues.
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� The OSA-Express3 directs an inbound
packet that is to be forwarded by the
sysplex distributor to the sysplex distributor
ancillary input queue.  z/OS
Communications Server then tailors its
processing for the sysplex distributor
queue, notably by using the multiprocessor
to service sysplex distributor traffic in
parallel with traffic on the other queues.

� If a packet is not directed to an ancillary
input queue, the OSA-Express3 directs the
packet to the primary input queue.  

How to enable z/OS V1R12 OSA-3 IWQ

To enable Inbound Workload Queueing (IWQ)
separation for a specific QDIO interface,  
perform the following:

� Specify INBPERF DYNAMIC on the
IPAQENET or IPAQENET6 INTERFACE
statement with the WORKLOADQ
subparameter. 

� For IPv4 QDIO interfaces defined via
the DEVICE/LINK/HOME statements,
you must first convert to an IPAQENET

INTERFACE statement.

� Additionally a virtual MAC address is
required because the current OSA/FPGA
design requires this information to separate
inbound packets for certain workload types.
You can allow the OSA-Express device to
generate it by specifying the VMAC
INTERFACE parameter without a macaddr
value.

Optionally the OLM  INTERFACE parameter
can be specified for an IWQ interface. When  
specified , the OSA-Express adapter will
operate in optimized latency mode for queues
that will benefit from this support. Since this
function is targeting interactive traffic, this
setting will not be utilized by OSA for the TCP
bulk-data ancillary input queue.

In order to function in IWQ mode, the z10
OSA-Express3 needs to be at or above this
microcode level:  Driver 79, EC N24398
MCL003 
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This paper is organized as follows:

� In Part 1, we discuss the timing benefits
(improved communications latency) that
can be achieved by transparently separating
streaming traffic away from more
latency-sensitive interactive traffic;

� Part 2 describes how IWQ helps keep
streaming data in-order on a multiprocessor
(and why that’s important); 

� Part 3 describes the benefits that can be
achieved in separating traffic destined for
the Sysplex Distributor function away from
all other traffic targeting the host; 

� Part 4 summarizes all the performance data
presented in the subsequent sections, and  

� Parts 5, 6 and 7 contain detailed
performance data collected for IWQ-mode
OSA-Express3’s (with comparisons against
the earlier OSA operational modes).

Two appendices are included - Appendix A  
describes IWQ-related diagnostics, and
Appendix B contains CPU consumption
analysis for mixed workloads.

Copyrights

 IBM logo, AIX, DB2, System z, System z10,
VTAM, zEnterprise and z/OS are trademarks or
registered trademarks of IBM in the United States,
other countries, or both. 

SAP
®

  is a registered trademark of SAP AG in
Germany and several other countries.

.
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Performance DisclaimersPerformance DisclaimersPerformance DisclaimersPerformance Disclaimers

1. The performance data presented in this
paper were collected using a dedicated
system environment.  The results obtained
in other configurations or operating system
environments may vary significantly
depending upon environments used.
Therefore, no assurance can be given, and
there is no guarantee to achieve
performance equivalent to that described
herein. Users of this document should
verify the applicable data for  their specific
environment.

2. IWQ has not yet been performance-tested
on a uniprocessor (UP).  There may be
some elements of the IWQ design that will
provide positive performance effects on a
UP, but at this time we cannot make
performance claims for IWQ deployment
on a uniprocecessor.

3. IWQ has not been (and will not be)
performance-tested on z10 Business-Class  
processors.  As described in Part 2 of this
document, IWQ assumes a single CP has
sufficient capacity to handle the peak  
traffic rate arriving from an OSA-Express3.
This assumption may not be valid on
certain z10 BC processor models, so IWQ

deployment cannot be  recommended in
such a configuration.

4. IWQ has not yet been performance-tested
in shared-OSA configurations (i.e.,
configurations where multiple LPAR
partitions share an OSA port).   

5.  Deploying IWQ will grow ECSA usage by
72 KBytes (per OSA Interface) if Sysplex
Distributor (SD) is in use;  36 KBytes if SD
is not in use.  Customers already
experiencing ECSA constraint should
weigh IWQ’s potential performance
benefits against this minor increase in
ECSA usage.

Future Updates to this PaperFuture Updates to this PaperFuture Updates to this PaperFuture Updates to this Paper

At this time, the IWQ function has been
performance-tested only on System z10.  This
paper will be updated in early 2011,  to include
IWQ performance data for the zEnterprise 196.
This planned update will also include data for
some of the configurations currently described
in “performance disclaimers”.  
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Part 1: IPart 1: IPart 1: IPart 1: Interrupt Frequency fornterrupt Frequency fornterrupt Frequency fornterrupt Frequency for

Inbound Network FlowsInbound Network FlowsInbound Network FlowsInbound Network Flows

A critical performance decision for z/OS
Communications Server is:  “how long should
we allow packets (inbound to the host) to
queue in the communication adapter before
requiring the adapter to present the inbound
data?”.   “Presenting the data” generally
involves the adapter interrupting the host,
which can be an expensive operation (in terms
of both host cycles consumed in fielding the
interrupt, and adapter microprocessor cycles in
generating the interrupt).  Because
network-related I/O interruptions will 
consume considerable CPU and
microprocessor resource, most ethernet
hardware (with cooperation from the operating
system)  employ timing mechanisms to allow
multiple packets to be delivered to the host on
a single I/O interrupt. 

On z/OS, with the Open Systems Adapter , the
timing mechanism is realized via two timers,
implemented in the OSA.

� Inter-packet Gap Timer

� Block Hold Timer

The two timers work together as follows:  if
the adapter detects a timing gap between
consecutive inbound ethernet frames of longer
than the Inter-Packet Gap setting,  OSA will
infer there’s a pause in the traffic stream, and
will now present any accumulated frames up to
the host.  Else (gap timer not exceeded): if the
block hold timer has been exceeded, OSA will
present the accumulated frames up to the host.

Collectively, the two timers are commonly
referred to as the “OSA Lan-Idle” timing
function.

Here are two examples demonstrating the OSA
Lan-Idle timing function.  In the first example,
the Lan-Idle timing function is beneficial
(greatly improves system efficiency). In the
second example however, the timing function
actually results in a performance penalty
(significantly worse response time). 

Inbound Streaming workload 

2 2 2 2 2 2

flow direction

receiving OSA Express-3

2 2 2 2 2 2 40

flow direction

receiving OSA Express-3

Figure 1 Inbound streaming burst - short pause, 
start of second burst

Data flow for streaming workloads is usually
heavily biased in a single direction, and in the
example above (Figure 1) the direction of data
flow is inbound to z/OS.  (Consider an FTP
file PUT to z/OS: the inbound side of  z/OS
will see payload-carrying TCP segments, while
the outbound side will see only TCP control
flows such as ACKs and Window Updates.)
Besides being heavily payload-biased in a
single direction, streaming workloads also
create bursty periods where many packets flow
in a single direction (with nothing flowing
back in the other direction).  And within each
burst, we normally see the packets spaced by
just a few microseconds.

From an interrupt-timing perspective, two key
characteristics of streaming traffic patterns
need to be considered:
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� Since there is a very small timing gap
between consecutive packets in the burst,
read-side interrupt frequency would be
extremely high if we were to allow the
adapter to present each packet
immediately.  Immediate presentation (via
read-side interrupt) of each packet in the
streaming burst would result in enormous
CPU consumption, which would reduce the
effective capacity of the machine, while
also driving up usage-based z/OS pricing.

� Because a sender normally transmits
multiple packets in a single burst, there is
no need for the receiver to immediately
ACK every packet (or even every-other
packet) in the burst.  (TCP flow control
allows the sender to get somewhat ahead of
the receiver.  The receive side can therefore
delay TCP Acknowledgements for a short
period without causing throughput
degradation.)

With the above considerations in mind, z/OS
uses OSA’s Lan-Idle timing capability, such
that each interrupt presents a batch of packets
(rather than just one packet being presented per
interrupt).  So CPU processing expense on the
inbound side can be minimized without  
impacting streaming throughput.

In the figure 1 example above, we have an
arriving burst of 7 packets, with each packet
separated by a 2 microsecond timing gap.  A
40 microsecond pause in the stream is then
seen (here, possibly the send-side had
transmitted all its queued data, then needed the
next FTP disk-read to complete before any
new data could be injected into the network).
Assume the OSA inter-packet gap timer is set
at 20 microseconds.  Because the first 7

packets are so tightly spaced, the inter-packet
gap timer will never trigger in the gaps
between any of those first 7 packets.  The
timer in fact will not trigger until the mid-point
of the 40 microsecond pause, at which time
OSA will interrupt the host to process those
first 7 packets.  z/OS CommServer will then
process those 7 packets as a single unit of
work, and will generate TCP
Acknowledgement(s).  On a well-tuned TCP
connection, these ACKs will arrive back at the
send-side before the send-side had completely
filled the allowed TCP window - meaning the
short Lan-Idle timer delay will have had no
negative impact on the connection’s
throughput.  

Single Session Request-Response workload 

single packet (request) IN

single packet (response) OUT

Figure 2 - single session interactive flow

Where the streaming example in figure 1 was  
somewhat insensitive to receive-side latency,
we’ll now show a workload that’s the exact
opposite:  this one is extremely sensitive  to
receive-side latency.

Single-Session Request-Response workload
(such as the SAP ® Upgrade Utility):

Transaction response time for single TCP
session request/response is a function of
system pathlengths (client side generating a
request;  server side processing the request;  
server side generating the response;  client side
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processing the response) PLUS network  times
(client to server and server back to client)
PLUS other latencies in the systems (e.g.,
delays due to resource contention).
 
As host processor speeds and software
efficiencies improve, network time becomes a
larger component of overall end-to-end
response time.  And for z/OS, the Lan-Idle
timing function can be a sizable portion of this
network time.

Figure 2 looks at the server side of a
single-session request/response transaction.
The single packet IN might be a DB2/DRDA
query, and it’s followed by the DB2/DRDA
response.  As in the previous streaming
example, again assume the OSA inter-packet
gap timer is set at 20 microseconds.  When the
IN packet arrives at the OSA, the inter-packet
gap timer starts.  But unlike in the streaming
example, there is no second packet flowing
inbound to the server, so the inter-packet gap
timer will trigger approximately 20
microseconds after the IN packet has arrived.
The packet will then be presented to the host
(via read-side interrupt), then the host will
perform all the z/OS, TCP/IP and DB2
processing, and the DRDA response will be
generated.  If, say, the total server-side cpu
execution time for all this was 20 cpu
microseconds, then the total server-side
response time will have been 40 microseconds.
And of this 40 microseconds, fully half the
time was spent waiting for the inter-packet gap
timer to trigger.  Or (said another way) in this
example, the Lan-Idle timing function resulted
in a doubling of server-side response time.  

The above two examples should demonstrate
that while the Lan-Idle timing function
provides processing efficiency for streaming

workload, it can be detrimental for interactive
workload response time.  

Setting the Lan-Idle Timers

z/OS Communications Server allows the
customer to indirectly alter the Lan-Idle timer
settings, via the INBPERF setting on MPCIPA
LINK and INTERFACE statements.   

In order to understand the role IWQ will now
play in read-side interrupt frequency, let’s first
quickly review the INBPERF settings available
to customers prior to z/OS V1R12:

MINLATENCY:MINLATENCY:MINLATENCY:MINLATENCY: the two timers are statically set
to very low values, in order to minimize
response time degradation (due to adapter
hold-time).  While this setting might be
appropriate for workloads with demanding
response-time requirements, this setting will
usually result in excessive CPU consumption
for streaming-type workloads.
 

MINCPU:MINCPU:MINCPU:MINCPU:  the two timers are statically set to
extremely high values, in order to minimize
I/O interrupts.  While this setting might be
appropriate for certain streaming workloads
(like inbound FTP transfers) , this setting
would be detrimental for workloads requiring
very fast response times (such as SAP/DB2). 

BALANCED:BALANCED:BALANCED:BALANCED: the two timers are statically set
around the midpoint of the extremes used in
the MINCPU and MINLATENCY settings.
This is the default setting for all z/OS releases,
and is intended to provide reasonably good
throughput with reasonably low CPU
consumption.

DYNAMIC:DYNAMIC:DYNAMIC:DYNAMIC:  Unlike the above three (static)
settings, with the dynamic setting,
CommServer will study packet arrival patterns,
and will dynamically tune the OSA timers at
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the point that appears to be maximizing system
throughput.  The Dynamic setting is effective
for installations that occasionally run light
interactive workloads but also frequently run
heavy streaming workloads.

At this point it should be stressed  that none of the
INBPERF settings above is optimal for all
workload types.  Earlier we mentioned the
MINLATENCY setting would be inappropriate for
Streaming workloads (cpu consumption would be
excessive), and the MINCPU setting would be
inappropriate for latency-demanding workloads
(response time would be poor due to excessive
hold time in the adapter).  BALANCED mode is a  
static compromise between MINLATENCY and
MINCPU.  The DYNAMIC setting  improves
upon these static settings in that it can perform
quite well for either light interactive workload or
heavy streaming workload.  But what happens
when z/OS is servicing a “mixed” interactive AND
streaming workload?  The reality is - if, for
instance, the inbound workload consists of both
heavy FTP streaming along with light DB2/DRDA
interactive activity, DYNAMIC mode will always
tend toward CPU conservation (setting higher
OSA timer values), which will inevitably result in
a response time penalty on the interactive traffic
flows.  The problem prior to CommServer V1R12
has been this:  there is just one set of timers for

the OSA interface, so how can we possibly tune
that single set of timers to perform optimally
for a mixed interactive+streaming workload? 

z/OS V1R12 provides the solution to the
“mixed workload” dilemma:  with V1R12
and OSA-Express3 IWQ, each input
queue has its own set of interrupt timers.
So we can now dynamically tune the
interruption criteria independently, to
match the latency demands of the
workloads being serviced on each queue.   
The bulk ancillary queue will operate
with the timers set to conserve CPU
(doing so will not degrade streaming
throughput), while the primary and
sysplex distributor queues will usually
operate with aggressive timer settings, in
order to minimize z/OS communication
latency for the interactive workloads
being serviced on those queues.

Performance data demonstrating the value of
independent, queue-based, interrupt timing
criteria are contained in Part 5.
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Part 2: IWQ: Keeping TCPPart 2: IWQ: Keeping TCPPart 2: IWQ: Keeping TCPPart 2: IWQ: Keeping TCP

Streaming Data In-OrderStreaming Data In-OrderStreaming Data In-OrderStreaming Data In-Order

In the previous section, we covered the
interrupt-timing benefits afforded by IWQ.
We now move onto the second major benefit
of IWQ exploitation - with streaming (bulk)
traffic separated onto its own queue, it’s much
easier for z/OS to keep streaming data in-order
within a multiprocessor.

Why is it important to keep TCP data
in-order?

While the TCP standards (RFCs) do require
resequencing logic to deal with traffic arriving
out-of-order, performance-wise it’s very
beneficial to keep data in-order:

� Out-of-order TCP packet reception results
in transmission of duplicate
Acknowledgements.  And when a  TCP
transmitter receives a third consecutive
duplicate ACK (e.g., because the receiver
saw at least 4 TCP segments arrive out of
order), the transmitter enters the Fast
Retransmit-Recovery (FRR) state.  FRR is
intended to perform a “fast” retransmission
(rather than waiting for a longer
retransmission timer pop) when there’s
evidence of packet loss.  (Reception of a
third duplicate ACK is evidence of packet
loss - even if the only problem had been
packets getting out of order within a
multiprocessor!)  So
multiprocessor-induced ordering problems
can lead to unnecessary “fast”
retransmissions, accompanied by a
reduction of the TCP congestion window
on the send side (which will inhibit
attainable throughput).

� Setting aside the “false” retransmission
issue due to out-of-order delivery, TCP
stacks employ header-prediction logic - an
efficient processing path that will minimize
CPU consumption when all predicted
conditions are met.  When data arrives out
of order, these predicted conditions will not
be met and the processing “fastpath” will
not be taken;  this will result in excessive
CPU consumption.

Out of Order packet delivery (or
transmission) due to MP Races

In earlier z/OS CommServer releases, it was
common for customers to notice fairly high
out-of-order inbound TCP packet counts, and
in some cases it was shown the data was
IN-ORDER when it arrived at the receiving
OSA (i.e., the ordering problem occurred
within the inbound side of z/OS).  These
earlier z/OS releases also had some likelihood
of actually putting outbound streaming data on
the wire already out-of-order.  Both flavors of
the ordering problem were brought on by
processing races in the multiprocessor:

� The inbound out-of-order condition occurs
when the OSA interrupts z/OS before an
earlier-scheduled TCP/IP SRB has
completed.  On a multiprocessor, the
second SRB then races with the first to
present its data to the TCP layer.  If both
SRBs carry packets for the same TCP
connection, there is some  likelihood of the
second SRB reaching the TCP layer first
(which will result in detection of
out-of-order delivery).  This problem is
most pronounced when multiple TCP
connections are running.  In figure (3),
SRB#1 carries two packets for TCP
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connection A, and these two packets are at
the end of the “batch” of packets being
processed on this SRB.  SRB #2 carries
four packets for the same TCP connection
A, but these packets are at the beginning of
its batch.  Since SRB #1’s TCP pathlength
will be longer (than SRB 2’s) before
reaching the connection A packets, the
effect will be to drive up the odds that the
TCP layer will see SRB 2’s packets for
Connection A before it sees SRB 1’s
Connection A packets. 

B
B
B
C
C
C
D
D
D
D
D
A
A

A
A
A
A
D
D
B
B
B
B
C
C
C

SRB 1 SRB 2

Figure 3. Two SRBs each carrying packets for
four TCP connections

� The outbound ordering problem is another
manifestation of inbound SRBs racing on a
multiprocessor.  It’s common for the
processing of an inbound TCP
Acknowledgement to result in new data
being transmitted on the outbound path.
And when multiple SRBs (carrying
Acknowledgements for a single TCP
connection) race on an MP, each may result

in a separate outbound burst of data.  It’s
been common to see these multiple bursts
becoming interleaved in the lower layers of
TCP/IP - meaning the data is leaving z/OS
already out of order. 

So how exactly does IWQ help z/OS keep
streaming data in-order?

We’ve known for some time that a single z10
or z196 CP can handle the full-sustained
streaming load arriving inbound from the
fastest OSA-Express3 adapters.  That is to say
- no throughput (or CPU consumption)
problem would arise if we opted to service all
the streaming traffic on a single CP (i.e., using
a single MVS SRB).   We’ve also known for
some time that interactive workload response
time would suffer if we opted to process all the
interactive traffic on a single CP (again using a
single MVS SRB).  So since (on releases prior
to V1R12), a single input queue was used to
hold interleaved interactive and streaming
traffic, it was not practical in earlier releases to
use one scheduling philosophy for streaming
traffic and another for the interactive traffic.

With IWQ’s separation of streaming traffic
away from interactive traffic, it now has
become feasible to service streaming traffic
with a single SRB (thereby doing away with
multiprocessor-induced races), while still
aggressively servicing the interactive queue
(potentially with multiple SRBs).   So
streaming traffic will remain in-order within
the multiprocessor without risk of any
additional latency hit to interactive traffic.

© 2010 IBM Corporation 14



z/OS CommServer APAR PM20056  (PTF
UK61028)

In order to get the most benefit for streaming
traffic over IWQ, customers should apply PTF
UK61028, which incorporates IWQ-related
performance changes that didn’t make it onto
the base V1R12 ship tape.  

One of the notable changes contained in this
PTF is:  increased TCP Acknowledgement
frequency following apparent packet loss.

During performance test of IWQ, we observed
z/OS (as a receiver) employing an extremely
conservative TCP-Acknowledgement
frequency.  Specifically, when an inbound
SRB presented multiple segments for a single
TCP connection, the TCP layer was always
generating a single TCP ACK.  And in the case
where some (or all) of the data is arriving
out-of-order (e.g., due to packet loss), we
found this infrequent TCP ACK behavior was
insufficient to trigger the
Fast-Retransmit-Recovery (FRR) function on

the send side (recall earlier we mentioned FRR
is triggered upon receipt of a 3rd duplicate
ACK).  Without FRR, the send side becomes
dependent upon the TCP retransmission   
timer,  which results in a much longer stall on
the connection than would be seen with a
“FAST” retransmission.

In APAR PM20056, z/OS CommServer’s TCP
layer is therefore updated as follows:

� If data on this inbound SRB has arrived
out-of-order (i.e., the receiver now suspects
packet loss), increase the TCP ACK
frequency to give the send side a better
chance of entering the FRR state (to avoid
a long retransmission stall).  This change is
implemented such that it takes effect only
for TCP streaming connections being
serviced by an IWQ-mode OSA1.

The positive effects of this change are visible
in Part 6 - Figures 8 and 9.
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1 Consideration was given to increasing TCP ACK frequency (during out-of-order delivery) regardless
of the INBPERF setting of the receiving OSA.  However, since only IWQ mode is designed to retain
inbound ordering within a multiprocessor, the other modes would likely see a large CPU consumption
increase if we were to allow this change to take effect in the other INBPERF modes. For this reason,
the change was designed such that it takes effect only for TCP connections being serviced by an
IWQ-mode OSA.



Part 3:  IWQ for SysplexPart 3:  IWQ for SysplexPart 3:  IWQ for SysplexPart 3:  IWQ for Sysplex

Distributor OperationDistributor OperationDistributor OperationDistributor Operation

Parts 1 and 2 above described the performance
benefits achievable in having bulk (streaming)
traffic separated away from more interactive
traffic.  Sysplex Distributor’s  exploitation of
IWQ is an extension of this basic idea.

When IWQ is enabled on an OSA servicing
traffic for the Sysplex Distributor (SD), a
separate input queue is created and reserved
solely for TCP traffic destined to the sysplex
distributor function.  To accomplish this,  
Communications Server registers a sorting rule
with the OSA-Express3, indicating all inbound
 TCP-protocol datagrams targeting any
Distributed Dynamic Virtual IP Address
(distributed DVIPA) are to be placed on the
sysplex distributor input queue.  

As discussed in previous sections, each IWQ
input queue is equipped with its own set of

Lan-Idle interruption timers.  So with SD
traffic now separated onto its own queue,
Communications Server can tune the SD
traffic’s interruption criteria independently
(without regard to the traffic timing patterns
present on the other two input queues).  Going
beyond this interrupt-timing benefit,  IWQ’s
separation of SD traffic onto its own queue
enables much-improved parallelism:

Consider a 3-CP z/OS image concurrently
servicing streaming traffic, SD traffic, and
other non-distributed interactive traffic.
With  IWQ, the three workload streams can
be serviced in parallel (with each queue
being serviced by its own running SRB).
This increased parallelism can result in
improved response times.  

Performance data for Sysplex Distributor’s
IWQ exploitation is contained in Part 7. 
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Part 4:  IPart 4:  IPart 4:  IPart 4:  IWQ PerformanceWQ PerformanceWQ PerformanceWQ Performance

SummarySummarySummarySummary

If you’ve skipped directly to this performance
summary,  at a minimum please review the
‘Performance Disclaimers’ discussion in the
introductory section.

Before deploying IWQ mode, please apply
z/OS Communications Server PTF UK61028.

Summarizing the mixed
Interactive+Streaming Workload Results: 

For mixed interactive|streaming workloads, the
new OSA-Express3 Inbound Workload
Queueing (IWQ) mode may provide
substantial throughput and response time
improvements for interactive traffic.  In the
lab, we’ve measured a peak interactive
throughput boost of 84%, which translates to a
46% improvement in interactive response time.

Summarizing the Streaming Workload
Results:

For purely-streaming workloads, the new IWQ
mode may also deliver substantial throughput
improvement.  This throughput boost appears
to be delivered with no increase in normalized
(per MegaByte) CPU processing expense.  (In
fact, in some tests, the improvements in raw
throughput were also accompanied by a
decrease in per-MB CPU consumption.)  Our
lab results show a peak throughput boost of
41% (measured for z/OS streaming outbound
to AIX over 10Gbe), and a reduction in
per-MB CPU consumption of up to 12%.

Summarizing the Sysplex Distributor Results:

� If, in addition to its normal sysplex
traffic-distribution function, the SD node is
also servicing streaming traffic for local
application(s), IWQ’s transparent
separation of these traffic streams enables
substantial throughput improvement for the
distributed traffic. (For such a workload,  
we measured an 18% throughput boost for
the distributed traffic.)    

� If the Sysplex Distributor function itself is
servicing a streaming-traffic workload,
IWQ enables significant throughput
improvement for  other interactive traffic
also targeting the Sysplex Distributor Node.
In one such benchmark, we observed more
than a doubling of interactive throughput
(better than a halving of interactive
response time).  Such positive results will
be most pronounced at installations not
using the QDIO Accelerator function.   

� If the traffic stream being serviced by the
Sysplex Distributor function is interactive
in nature (and no other bulk traffic is
targeting local applications on the SD
node), we find IWQ’s separation of the SD
traffic away from the primary queue traffic
will have little performance effect.  At best,
this separation will enable improved
parallelism via multiprocessing (resulting
in somewhat improved response time for
the SD traffic).  At worst, there will be a
minor degradation of the SD traffic’s
response time, due to new latencies in the
OSA hardware (in performing the traffic
sort of the inbound stream).
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Based on the performance studies in Parts 5,6
and 7 below, the new IWQ mode appears to
have no significant performance weakness
relative to the earlier INBPERF modes (while
in many cases, greatly outperforming the
earlier INBPERF modes).  We therefore do
recommend usage of IWQ, particularly for
z/OS images that service any mix of
bulk+interactive+Sysplex Distributor traffic 2.  

Further, it appears IWQ’s Multiple Input
Queue design has done away with the major
performance inhibitor to Optimized Latency
Mode (OLM) deployment: 

� OLM is a fairly new OSA INBPERF
option, which shipped in Communications
Server for z/OS V1R11.  But during z/OS
V1R11 performance test, this mode was
found to consume excessive amounts of
CPU when OSA is handling inbound
streaming traffic.  As a result, OLM usage
was therefore not “generally”
recommended.  (In V1R11, we viewed
OLM as a special-case mode that would be
appropriate only for z/OS images that
handle homogeneous workloads of purely
small-data, interactive traffic patterns.)

� The new IWQ mode makes OLM
deployment more attractive, as the
cpu-intensive design elements of OLM do
not engage on the bulk-data queue.  So -

you can get the latency improvement for
the interactive traffic without being
exposed to excessive cpu consumption
related to inbound streaming traffic.  

Some CPU consumption increase is still
likely with the IWQ+OLM combination, so
we still won’t recommend this combination
for everyone.  Many customers will see an
improvement in their interactive
throughput/response time when they make
the switch to IWQ by itself (without also
turning on OLM). So we’ll recommend the
IWQ+OLM combination only for z/OS
customers needing more interactive
throughput boost than IWQ can provide on
its own -- and then only if the z/OS image
also has ample CPU headroom to allow for
increased CPU consumption.  More detail
on this point will be contained in
subsequent updates to this paper.   
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2 While we do recommend IWQ mode for performance reasons, we have not made it the new
default INBPERF mode in Communications Server V1R12.  The slight increase in ECSA usage
with IWQ mode (see “Performance Disclaimers” in the introductory section) is the main reason
we’ve opted to not change the default INBPERF setting.  The default setting is still
BALANCED.    



Part 5: Performance Data for  Part 5: Performance Data for  Part 5: Performance Data for  Part 5: Performance Data for  

Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed ((((InteractiveInteractiveInteractiveInteractive +  +  +  + StreamingStreamingStreamingStreaming))))

WorkloadsWorkloadsWorkloadsWorkloads

This section looks at mixed
Interactive+Streaming workloads, and how
IWQ’s independent Lan-Idle timing
(per-queue) can improve interactive response
time and throughput.  In our performance test
configuration (figure 4), z/OS-B is the
“system-under-test”, meaning - we’ll vary
parameters on that system, while holding all
parameters on the other machines constant.
The particular parameter of interest is the
INBPERF mode of z/OS B’s OSA-Express 3.  

z/OS-A and AIX™ have both 1Gb and 10Gb
connectivity to z/OS-B.

Two variants of mixed workload are studied.
In the first, streaming traffic (like an FTP) is
running z/OS-A to z/OS-B while interactive
request/response workload is running between
z/OS-B and AIX.  In the second,  we have the
interactive traffic running between z/OS-A and
z/OS B, while the streaming traffic is running
AIX to z/OS-B.

z10
z/os
v1r12

OSA EXP-3
in Balanced,
Dynamic,
or new
IWQ mode

Aix 5.3
p570

z/os-A z/os-B

1gb or 10gb
ethernet

Figure 4 - Perf test configuration for mixed workload
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1Gb Ethernet Results (Mixed
Interactive|Streaming workload)

In this 1Gb ethernet test, we ran
request/response traffic (30 TCP connections)
between z/OS and AIX, while the z/OS system
under test is also receiving streaming traffic
(one TCP connection) over the same 1Gbe
interface.  This primitive workload
combination is a good simulation of  
application server/database request-response
communication, while the database server is
also servicing streaming traffic (like inbound
FTP). 
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Figure 5 Mixed workload results on 1Gbe

We compare IWQ against the DYNAMIC
INBPERF mode, as (prior to IWQ)
DYNAMIC is the setting most likely to yield
the highest Reqeust/Response transaction rate
with reasonable CPU consumption.
 
As described earlier in section 2, in a mixed
(interactive+streaming) workload, we’d expect

the DYNAMIC mode to tend toward CPU
conservation (growing the lan-idle timers),
which will result in a longer hold time for the
interactive flows.  With IWQ’s independent
queue-base lan idle timing (lan-idle timers
dynamically set low on the primary queue), a
55% improvement for interactive throughput
was measured.  A modest streaming
improvement (~4.5%) was also achieved.
(Note - on the chart, we chose streaming
KB/Sec rather than MB/Sec just so the  
streaming magnitudes would line up better
with RR TPS.)

IWQ’s positive results are even more
pronounced in a mixed workload where the
interactive component is just a single TCP
request/response connection.  In such a
benchmark run (not charted), IWQ provided an
84% throughput boost (46% improvement in
response time) for the request/response
connection, as compared to the DYNAMIC
setting.
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10Gb Ethernet Results (Mixed
Interactive|Streaming workload) 

More permutations were added into the 10Gbe
mixed-workload testing:

� obtained data for the BALANCED
(CommServer default) setting in addition to
DYNAMIC mode,  

� included both z/OS-AIX and z/OS-z/OS
interactive flows in our testing (‘Mixed
Workload #1 and #2’, respectively), and

� combined IWQ with Optimized Latency
Mode (OLM), which was introduced in
z/OS V1R11.  Prior to IWQ, OLM usage
was not recommended if any degree of
streaming traffic were to be serviced on the
interface.  In IWQ mode however, OLM’s
cpu-intensive latency-reduction
mechanisms do not apply to the bulk queue.
So the presence of streaming traffic with
IWQ+OLM should result in no throughput
degradation or increase in CPU
consumption.

The results contained in figure 6 again
demonstrate double-digit (percentage)
interactive throughput boost with IWQ.  (IWQ
provided 17% higher interactive throughput
than BALANCED mode, and 11% higher than
DYNAMIC mode.)  

Next, since IWQ removes the CPU
consumption risk likely with Optimized
Latency Mode (on streaming traffic), we ran
combined IWQ+OLM as the final data point.
The IWQ+OLM combination provided +41%
higher interactive throughput than

BALANCED mode; +33% higher than
DYNAMIC mode.
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rr30 strm1
72543 283443
76761 282624
85098 227123

102110 218010

Figure 6 Mixed Workload #1 results on 10Gbe

A few words about streaming throughput in
these results: 

This 10Gbe mixed workload (in all INBPERF
modes) is bottlenecked on full 100%
utilization of the OSA-Express3
microprocessor.  With this in mind, a boost in
interactive throughput can be achieved only
with some accompanying degradation of
streaming throughput. This explains the
streaming throughput degradation in these
results (with the IWQ and IWQ+OLM
settings).  We believe customers running a
10Gbe mixed workload will agree -- the
interactive workload should naturally be
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favored, even if that results in some
degradation of streaming throughput.

For completeness, in our final mixed-workload
tests (figure 7), we then swapped the  
configuration such that the interactive flows
would be between z/OS and z/OS, with the
streaming traffic flowing inbound to z/OS
from AIX. 
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Figure 7 Mixed Workload #2 results on 10Gbe

These positive results are more pronounced  
than those contained in figure 6.  Notable
differences: 
 

� more of the interactive throughput boost is
directly attributable to IWQ (without using
OLM): +68% interactive boost vs
BALANCED mode;  +38% vs DYNAMIC
mode.  

� less degradation of the streaming
throughput was seen as  interactive
throughput was improved. 

Small timing effects due to the differing
endpoints (for the interactive traffic) account
for the differences between these results and
those in figure 6.  (Mixed Workload #1 pushed
a higher aggregate packets-per-second, and
actually reached the bottleneck point in the
OSA.  Workload #2 did not reach this
bottleneck point.) 

.
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CPU Consumption for Mixed Workload 

The mixed-workload results above all showed
interactive throughput was boosted in OSA
configurations using IWQ mode (as compared
to the other INBPERF modes).  

A reasonable question to then ask is:  “does
IWQ provide this interactive throughput
improvement at a reasonable CPU cost?”

We believe the answer to this question is YES.
But the analysis of CPU consumption in a
mixed workload is a bit tricky.   Please see
Appendix B for details.

 The interactive throughput boost IWQ
delivers is due to very aggressive scheduling of
(and  interruption criteria for) traffic on the
primary input queue.  Interrupts and aggressive
scheduling do cost CPU cycles, so some CPU
growth is to be expected with IWQ in a mixed
workload. 

In the earlier INBPERF modes, interactive
traffic would generally get a free ride on the
MVS SRB(s) servicing the bulk traffic. And
while these earlier modes may result in low
levels of CPU consumption, our results above
show these modes typically produce
less-than-optimal response times for
interactive traffic.

Some of the increased processing expense (due
to IWQ’s prompt scheduling of interactive
traffic arriving on the primary queue) is offset
by new processing efficiencies z/OS gains in
the processing of streaming  traffic arriving on
the bulk queue.  This aspect is discussed in the
next section.

For mixed  workloads, we conclude IWQ
can provide substantial (up to ~45%)
interactive response time improvement
with minor (less than 3%) increase in
normalized (per-transaction) network cpu
consumption 3.
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3 Network CPU Consumption is a measure of all TCP/IP communications-related CPU resource  
consumed by an application on a per-transaction (or per-Megabyte) basis.   Applications consume an
additional amount of CPU resource (per transaction) which is unrelated to communications, and this
amount varies from application to application.  An example: Network CPU Consumption might be
~15% of total CPU for certain interactive DB2/DRDA database workloads - so the 3% network cpu
increase cited above would yield an overall system cpu increase of less than half a percent.



Part Part Part Part 6666: Performance Data for: Performance Data for: Performance Data for: Performance Data for

Purely Streaming WorkloadsPurely Streaming WorkloadsPurely Streaming WorkloadsPurely Streaming Workloads

In Part 2, we discussed the importance of
keeping streaming data in-order, and how TCP
acknowledgement frequency is a critical factor
in maintaining throughput over a period of
packet loss.  This section now presents the
performance data collected for pure-streaming
workloads.

Streaming throughput  with some packet loss
in the network :

We were fortunate (didn’t think so at the time)
to have a few days in the lab where fiber
connectivity into our 10Gbe switch was
causing frequent CRC (cyclic redundancy
check) errors.  This caused packet loss,
affording us  a “less-than-pristine”
environment to performance-test  IWQ +
APAR PM20056, relative to earlier INBPERF
modes.
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Figure 8 Streaming Throughput - lossy media

In this series of tests (figure 8), IWQ
outperformed the other modes by a large
margin (+33% vs BALANCED mode and
+24% vs DYNAMIC mode).  Further, it
should be noted - the CRC error rate being
experienced by all modes in these runs was
variable (and unrelated to the mode of the
OSA under test).  Of the three performance
runs, the IWQ-mode run experienced the
highest CRC error rate - and yet IWQ still
delivered much higher streaming throughput.
This positive result is largely due to the
increased TCP Acknowledgement frequency
change included in APAR PM20056
(discussed in Part 2).

CPU consumption in this series of tests is also
a good story. On the streaming-sender side
(figure 9), CPU consumption (per MB
transferred) is improved ~12% (reduced from
~780 uSec/MB down to 690 uSec/MB).  
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Figure 9 Send-side CPU consumption - lossy media
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IWQ’s reduction in sender-side CPU
consumption is likely due to Fast
Retransmissions  (whereas BALANCED and
DYNAMIC modes retransmissions will almost
always be timer-induced).

On the streaming-receiver side (figure 10),
CPU consumption (per MB transferred) is flat
in all modes.  This implies the higher ACK
frequency change (which  enables in IWQ
mode) does not drive up CPU consumption
(again, good news). 
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Figure 10 Receive-side CPU consumption - lossy media

Streaming results on a “clean” network (no
packet loss):

Once the fiber to the 10Gbe switch was
replaced, we were back to zero packet loss in
the lab network.  Here’s how IWQ then fared
relative to DYNAMIC mode in this pristine
environment: 
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Figure 11 z/OS-AIX Stream throughputs - clean network

For outbound (from z/OS) streaming
workloads, the figure 11 data show IWQ
provided a +41% throughput boost relative to
DYNAMIC mode.

For inbound (to z/OS) streaming workload,
throughput was identical between IWQ and
DYNAMIC modes.

The explanation for the differing results (based
on streaming direction) is related to the two
types of SRB race discussed in Part 2.  In
DYNAMIC INBPERF mode (in the lab), we
were easily able to generate the “outbound
ordering” SRB race condition  - and the figure
11 results show that race condition is now
resolved in IWQ mode.  On the other hand, for
inbound (TO z/OS) streaming, we were unable
to generate enough of the “inbound-data SRB
race” events to produce a measurable impact
on throughput in either mode.4  
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4 A production z/OS image (with many applications running concurrently), would likely generate far
more inbound TCP/IP SRB races than we were able to cause in the networking lab.  Disk-related I/O
interrupts, timer interrupts, and usage of shared-CPs would be enough to alter TCP/IP SRB timings,
thereby driving up odds of out-of-order packet delivery.  (These factors were somewhat lacking in our
network lab environment.) 



The explanation for figure 11’s higher
throughput into-z/OS as compared to into-AIX
is beyond the scope of this paper.  (The issue
has nothing to do with z/OS, but rather is
related to the performance capability of the
10g adapter on the AIX p575 machine.)

Turning next to Streaming CPU consumption
on the “clean” network:
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Figure 12 Stream cpu consumption - clean network

Similar to the throughput results shown in
figure 10, the cpu-consumption results also
show improvement (~10.5% reduction in CPU
consumption per MB) for outbound (from
z/OS) streaming, and a flat result for inbound
(to z/OS) streaming.  The flat result for
inbound streaming was again due to our
inability to sufficiently generate the inbound
SRB race condition in the lab.

Note: some readers may have noticed the
figure 12 CPU consumption numbers for
z/OS-to-AIX streaming are quite a bit higher
than those in figure 9 (which was z/OS-z/OS -
and we were coping with significant packet
loss in the fig 9 data).  The difference here is
due to the much higher TCP ACK frequency
generated by the AIX TCP stack (as compared
to z/OS). 5   AIX’s higher ACK frequency
means the transmit node will have to process
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5 The increased z/OS ACK frequency introduced with APAR PM20056 becomes enabled only during
periods of out-of-order delivery (which may indicate packet loss). While data is arriving in-order, z/OS
TCP will continue to employ a low ACK frequency (to conserve CPU on both ends of the connection
when there’s no evidence of packet loss). 



more inbound packets per outbound MB,
which inevitably drives up CPU cost.
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Part  7: Performance Data forPart  7: Performance Data forPart  7: Performance Data forPart  7: Performance Data for

Sysplex DistributorSysplex DistributorSysplex DistributorSysplex Distributor

The performance-test configuration for the
Sysplex Distributor study is similar to that used
in the mixed (Interactive+Streaming) study:

z10’s
z/os
v1r12

OSA EXP-3 
in Dynamic
or new
IWQ mode

z/os-A z/os-B

1gb
ethernet

z/os-C

z/OS-B is the Sysplex Distributor node;

z/OS-C is the Target node for distribution;

z/OS-A is the traffic generator (client) 

z/OS-B is the sysplex distributor node, and
we’ll vary the INBPERF setting on that
machine’s OSA-Express3 (Dynamic and IWQ
modes). 

We drive this configuration with a mixed
workload. Our intent is to drive all three
queues (Bulk, Sysplex Distributor and
Primary) concurrently.  

Sysplex Mixed Workload  - three
mini-workloads

� RR20:  20 TCP Request/Response
connections  running between z/OS-A and
z/OS-B.  This traffic is not targeting a 

distributed DVIPA, so will be serviced via
the primary queue of z/OS-B’s OSA.

� DIST-INTERACT-20:  Another 20 TCP
Request/Response Connections.  But this
traffic is targeting a distributed DVIPA, so
will be serviced on the Sysplex Distributor
queue of z/OS B’s OSA, then distributed
out to the target machine (z/OS-C). 

� STRM1:  Streaming traffic running from
z/OS-A into z/OS-B.  This traffic will be
serviced on the bulk queue of z/OS-B’s
OSA.
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Performance Results for the Sysplex
Workload:
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Figure 13 - Sysplex Distributor results

Figure 13 provides the first glimpse of all three
of IWQ’s input queues operating concurrently.
By transparently separating the
latency-demaning traffic  away from the
streaming traffic, IWQ provided:

� +44% throughput boost to the interactive
traffic for applications on the local host (RR20
above) and

� +18% throughput boost for the distributed
traffic (dist-interact20 above).

This workload mix fully saturates the 1Gb
ethernet (even in DYNAMIC mode).  So the
throughput improvements above (for RR20
and dist-interact) are made possible only via
some degradation of the streaming throughput
(to free up some bandwidth for interactive
flows).   Again this streaming degradation is
the natural consequence of IWQ’s aggressive
scheduling of traffic arriving on the non-bulk
queues (which results in the
latency-demanding traffic being given a larger
slice of the 1Gb bandwidth). 
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Appendix A: IWQAppendix A: IWQAppendix A: IWQAppendix A: IWQ -Related-Related-Related-Related

DiagnosticsDiagnosticsDiagnosticsDiagnostics

Determine if IWQ is enabled for your QDIO
interface 
  
 To determine if  Inbound Workload Queueing
(IWQ) has been enabled on your
OSA-Express3 1Gb or 10Gb ethernet
interface,  use the Netstat Devlinks/-d
command. This will display the status and
associated configuration values for interfaces
defined to the TCP/IP stack. Below is a an
example of what the  display for an OSA
Express QDIO interface in the Netstat
Devlinks/-d report : 

INTFNAME: LGBNS24G          INTFTYPE: IPAQENET   INTFSTATUS: READYINTFNAME: LGBNS24G          INTFTYPE: IPAQENET   INTFSTATUS: READYINTFNAME: LGBNS24G          INTFTYPE: IPAQENET   INTFSTATUS: READYINTFNAME: LGBNS24G          INTFTYPE: IPAQENET   INTFSTATUS: READY
    PORTNAME: GBNS24G   DATAPATH: 2DA4     DATAPATHSTATUS: READY      PORTNAME: GBNS24G   DATAPATH: 2DA4     DATAPATHSTATUS: READY      PORTNAME: GBNS24G   DATAPATH: 2DA4     DATAPATHSTATUS: READY      PORTNAME: GBNS24G   DATAPATH: 2DA4     DATAPATHSTATUS: READY  
    CHPIDTYPE: OSD                                                    CHPIDTYPE: OSD                                                    CHPIDTYPE: OSD                                                    CHPIDTYPE: OSD                                                
    SPEED: 0000010000                                                 SPEED: 0000010000                                                 SPEED: 0000010000                                                 SPEED: 0000010000                                             
    IPBROADCASTCAPABILITY: NO                                         IPBROADCASTCAPABILITY: NO                                         IPBROADCASTCAPABILITY: NO                                         IPBROADCASTCAPABILITY: NO                                     
    VMACADDR: 0200113B9213   VMACORIGIN: OSA    VMACROUTER: ALL       VMACADDR: 0200113B9213   VMACORIGIN: OSA    VMACROUTER: ALL       VMACADDR: 0200113B9213   VMACORIGIN: OSA    VMACROUTER: ALL       VMACADDR: 0200113B9213   VMACORIGIN: OSA    VMACROUTER: ALL   
    ARPOFFLOAD: YES                  ARPOFFLOADINFO: YES              ARPOFFLOAD: YES                  ARPOFFLOADINFO: YES              ARPOFFLOAD: YES                  ARPOFFLOADINFO: YES              ARPOFFLOAD: YES                  ARPOFFLOADINFO: YES          
    CFGMTU: NONE                     ACTMTU: 8992                     CFGMTU: NONE                     ACTMTU: 8992                     CFGMTU: NONE                     ACTMTU: 8992                     CFGMTU: NONE                     ACTMTU: 8992                 
    IPADDR: 9.67.170.59/0                                             IPADDR: 9.67.170.59/0                                             IPADDR: 9.67.170.59/0                                             IPADDR: 9.67.170.59/0                                         
    VLANID: NONE                     VLANPRIORITY: DISABLED           VLANID: NONE                     VLANPRIORITY: DISABLED           VLANID: NONE                     VLANPRIORITY: DISABLED           VLANID: NONE                     VLANPRIORITY: DISABLED       
    READSTORAGE: GLOBAL (8064K)                                       READSTORAGE: GLOBAL (8064K)                                       READSTORAGE: GLOBAL (8064K)                                       READSTORAGE: GLOBAL (8064K)                                   
                INBPERF: DYNAMIC                                              INBPERF: DYNAMIC                                              INBPERF: DYNAMIC                                              INBPERF: DYNAMIC                                              
      WORKLOADQUEUEING: YES      WORKLOADQUEUEING: YES      WORKLOADQUEUEING: YES      WORKLOADQUEUEING: YES                                                                                                                                                             
    CHECKSUMOFFLOAD: YES                                              CHECKSUMOFFLOAD: YES                                              CHECKSUMOFFLOAD: YES                                              CHECKSUMOFFLOAD: YES                                          
    SECCLASS: 255                    MONSYSPLEX: NO                   SECCLASS: 255                    MONSYSPLEX: NO                   SECCLASS: 255                    MONSYSPLEX: NO                   SECCLASS: 255                    MONSYSPLEX: NO               
    ISOLATE: NO                      OPTLATENCYMODE: NO              ISOLATE: NO                      OPTLATENCYMODE: NO              ISOLATE: NO                      OPTLATENCYMODE: NO              ISOLATE: NO                      OPTLATENCYMODE: NO          
  MULTICAST SPECIFIC:                                               MULTICAST SPECIFIC:                                               MULTICAST SPECIFIC:                                               MULTICAST SPECIFIC:                                             
    MULTICAST CAPABILITY: YES                                         MULTICAST CAPABILITY: YES                                         MULTICAST CAPABILITY: YES                                         MULTICAST CAPABILITY: YES                                     
    GROUP             REFCNT        SRCFLTMD                          GROUP             REFCNT        SRCFLTMD                          GROUP             REFCNT        SRCFLTMD                          GROUP             REFCNT        SRCFLTMD                      
    -----             ------        --------                          -----             ------        --------                          -----             ------        --------                          -----             ------        --------                      
    224.0.0.1         0000000001    EXCLUDE                           224.0.0.1         0000000001    EXCLUDE                           224.0.0.1         0000000001    EXCLUDE                           224.0.0.1         0000000001    EXCLUDE                       
      SRCADDR: NONE                                                     SRCADDR: NONE                                                     SRCADDR: NONE                                                     SRCADDR: NONE                                               
  INTERFACE STATISTICS:                                             INTERFACE STATISTICS:                                             INTERFACE STATISTICS:                                             INTERFACE STATISTICS:                                           
    BYTESIN                           = 316                           BYTESIN                           = 316                           BYTESIN                           = 316                           BYTESIN                           = 316                       
    INBOUND PACKETS                   = 1                             INBOUND PACKETS                   = 1                             INBOUND PACKETS                   = 1                             INBOUND PACKETS                   = 1                         
    INBOUND PACKETS IN ERROR          = 0    INBOUND PACKETS IN ERROR          = 0    INBOUND PACKETS IN ERROR          = 0    INBOUND PACKETS IN ERROR          = 0                                                                                                     
    INBOUND PACKETS DISCARDED         = 0                    INBOUND PACKETS DISCARDED         = 0                    INBOUND PACKETS DISCARDED         = 0                    INBOUND PACKETS DISCARDED         = 0                
                            

    

When the “WorkloadQueueing” field of the
Netstat Devlinks/-d report is set to YES, 
you have validated that IWQ is enabled for this
QDIO interface. You can also obtain this
information with a GetIfs request for the
TCP/IP callable NMI (EZBNMIFR).

Determine whether routing variables
describing the ancillary queues are registered
with OSA
  
 The new DISPLAY TCPIP,,OSAINFO
command can be used to retrieve information
for active IPAQENET and IPAQENET6
interfaces. When IWQ is being utilized you
will observe “Ancillary Input”Queue Routing
Variable” information. These routing variables
identify which inbound packets are to be
presented on an ancillary input queue.

D TCPIP,,OSAINFO,INTFN=LGBNS28A    
    .
    .
    .                                    
Registered Addresses:                              
  IPv4 Unicast Addresses:                          
    ARP: Yes  Addr: 9.67.170.41                    
    Total number of IPv4 addresses:      1         
  IPv4 Multicast Addresses:                        
    MAC: 01005E000001  Addr: 224.0.0.1             
    Total number of IPv4 addresses:      1         
Ancillary Input Queue Routing Variables:           
  Queue Type: BULKDATA  Queue ID:  2  Protocol: TCP
    Src: 9.67.170.66..1068                         
    Dst: 9.67.170.41..2141                         
    Total number of IPv4 connections:      1       
  Queue Type: SYSDIST   Queue ID:  3  Protocol: TCP
    Addr: 9.67.210.28                              
    Total number of IPv4 addresses:      1         
31 of 31 lines displayed      

                     

From the retrieval of OSA information using
the DISPLAY TCPIP,,OSAINFO we can
observe the following:
 
� There is one registered TCP bulk-data

connection and the inbound packets that are
to be presented on the BULKDATA
ancillary queue will have the following
characteristics: 
� Source IP address of 9.67.170.66
� Source port number of 1068 
� Destination IP address of 9.67.170.41
� Destination port number of 2141 
� Protocol of TCP

� There is one sysplex distributor DVIPA
registered with an IP address of
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9.67.210.28. Therefore all TCP traffic
destined for this DVIPA address will be
presented to the SYSDIST ancillary queue.

Determine if inbound traffic is using Inbound
Workload Queueing (IWQ) by using VTAM
™ tuning statistics
 
 VTAM tuning statistics can be utilized to
determine if inbound QDIO traffic is utilizing
IWQ. On the IST1233I messages you will be
given information for the read and write
queues being utilized. When IWQ is being
utilized you will observe ancillary read queue
information along with the primary queue
information.

IST1233I DEV      = 2D02       DIR      = READ           IST1233I DEV      = 2D02       DIR      = READ           IST1233I DEV      = 2D02       DIR      = READ           IST1233I DEV      = 2D02       DIR      = READ           

IST1234I BSIZE    =       4092 MAXBYTES =        274     IST1234I BSIZE    =       4092 MAXBYTES =        274     IST1234I BSIZE    =       4092 MAXBYTES =        274     IST1234I BSIZE    =       4092 MAXBYTES =        274     

IST1235I SIO      =          5 SLOWDOWN =          0     IST1235I SIO      =          5 SLOWDOWN =          0     IST1235I SIO      =          5 SLOWDOWN =          0     IST1235I SIO      =          5 SLOWDOWN =          0     

IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =       1144     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =       1144     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =       1144     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =       1144     

IST1570I NBYTECTO =          0 NBYTECT  =       1144     IST1570I NBYTECTO =          0 NBYTECT  =       1144     IST1570I NBYTECTO =          0 NBYTECT  =       1144     IST1570I NBYTECTO =          0 NBYTECT  =       1144     

IST924IIST924IIST924IIST924I
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = RD/1 (PRIMARY)RD/1 (PRIMARY)RD/1 (PRIMARY)RD/1 (PRIMARY)

IST1719I PCIREALO =          0 PCIREAL  =     460725     IST1719I PCIREALO =          0 PCIREAL  =     460725     IST1719I PCIREALO =          0 PCIREAL  =     460725     IST1719I PCIREALO =          0 PCIREAL  =     460725     

IST1720I PCIVIRTO =          0 PCIVIRT  =     383419     IST1720I PCIVIRTO =          0 PCIVIRT  =     383419     IST1720I PCIVIRTO =          0 PCIVIRT  =     383419     IST1720I PCIVIRTO =          0 PCIVIRT  =     383419     

IST1750I PCITHRSO =          0 PCITHRSH =      11043     IST1750I PCITHRSO =          0 PCITHRSH =      11043     IST1750I PCITHRSO =          0 PCITHRSH =      11043     IST1750I PCITHRSO =          0 PCITHRSH =      11043     

IST1751I PCIUNPRO =          0 PCIUNPRD =      49505     IST1751I PCIUNPRO =          0 PCIUNPRD =      49505     IST1751I PCIUNPRO =          0 PCIUNPRD =      49505     IST1751I PCIUNPRO =          0 PCIUNPRD =      49505     

IST2316I EARLYINO =          0 EARLYINT =          0     IST2316I EARLYINO =          0 EARLYINT =          0     IST2316I EARLYINO =          0 EARLYINT =          0     IST2316I EARLYINO =          0 EARLYINT =          0     

IST2317I ULPRETUO =          0 ULPRETU  =          0     IST2317I ULPRETUO =          0 ULPRETU  =          0     IST2317I ULPRETUO =          0 ULPRETU  =          0     IST2317I ULPRETUO =          0 ULPRETU  =          0     

IST1752I RPROCDEO =          0 RPROCDEF =          0     IST1752I RPROCDEO =          0 RPROCDEF =          0     IST1752I RPROCDEO =          0 RPROCDEF =          0     IST1752I RPROCDEO =          0 RPROCDEF =          0     

IST1753I RREPLDEO =          0 RREPLDEF =          0     IST1753I RREPLDEO =          0 RREPLDEF =          0     IST1753I RREPLDEO =          0 RREPLDEF =          0     IST1753I RREPLDEO =          0 RREPLDEF =          0     

IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     

IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     687624     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     687624     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     687624     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     687624     

IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1440304     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1440304     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1440304     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1440304     

IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     

IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  265185634     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  265185634     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  265185634     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  265185634     

IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     

IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     

IST924IIST924IIST924IIST924I
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = RD/2(BULKDATA)RD/2(BULKDATA)RD/2(BULKDATA)RD/2(BULKDATA)

IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     

IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     116135     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     116135     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     116135     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     116135     

IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    2504216     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    2504216     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    2504216     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    2504216     

IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     

IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  = 3765010664     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  = 3765010664     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  = 3765010664     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  = 3765010664     

IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =          0     

IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =          0     

IST924IIST924IIST924IIST924I
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = IST1233I DEV      = 2D04       DIR      = RD/3 (SYSDIST)RD/3 (SYSDIST)RD/3 (SYSDIST)RD/3 (SYSDIST)

IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     IST1754I NOREADSO =          0 NOREADS  =          0     

IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     520325     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     520325     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     520325     IST1721I SBALCNTO =          0 SBALCNT  =     520325     

IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1346267     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1346267     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1346267     IST1722I PACKCNTO =          0 PACKCNT  =    1346267     

IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     IST2185I FRINVCTO =          0 FRINVCT  =          0     

IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  247709288     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  247709288     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  247709288     IST1236I BYTECNTO =          0 BYTECNT  =  247709288     

IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =    1344804     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =    1344804     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =    1344804     IST1810I PKTIQDO  =          0 PKTIQD   =    1344804     

IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =  247442036IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =  247442036IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =  247442036IST1811I BYTIQDO  =          0 BYTIQD   =  247442036      

From the above display you can observe that
inbound data is being placed onto separate
inbound ancillary queues for  both TCP
bulk-data and sysplex distributor traffic. All
other inbound data is directed to the primary
read queue.

Find all TCP connections that are associated
with the bulk-data ancillary queue 

  You can use the Netstat ALL/-A command  
to determine whether any TCP connections are
registered to the TCP bulk data ancillary input
queue. For TCP connections that are registered
to the bulk data ancillary queue then the
“Ancillary Input Queue” field will be set to
YES. Additionally the BulkDataIntfName field
will indicate the name of the interface over
which the inbound traffic is being received. In
the sample below the TCP connection is
registered to the bulk data ancillary queue and
the inbound data is being received over the
interface LGBNS28A. 

D TCPIP,,NETSTAT,ALL

CLIENT NAME: BWM4         CLIENT ID: 000000B6
  LOCAL SOCKET: 9.67.170.41..2141             
      
  FOREIGN SOCKET: 9.67.170.66..1068           
           
    BYTESIN:      00000000010562347366        
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    BYTESOUT:     00000000000000000545        
     
    SEGMENTSIN:   00000000000007444951        
     
    SEGMENTSOUT:  00000000000000383344        
     
   .
   .
   .
    SENDDATAQUEUED:     0000000000    
    ANCILLARY INPUT QUEUE: YES        
      BULKDATAINTFNAME: LGBNS28A      
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Determine number of segments received for
all TCP connections that are associated with
the bulk-data ancillary queue

The Netstat STATS/-S command  is used to
show  statistics for the TCP protocol (among
other statistics). This command will now also
show the total number of segments received
for all connections from the BulkData ancillary
input queue (AIQ) of the OSA-Express QDIO
inbound workload queueing function. This
new TCP statistic is displayed as
“SEGMENTS RECEIVED ON OSA BULK
QUEUES”.

D TCPIP,TCPIP,NETSTAT,STATS

IP STATISTICS (IPV4)                          
  PACKETS RECEIVED                   = 3217803
  RECEIVED HEADER ERRORS             = 0      
  RECEIVED ADDRESS ERRORS            = 0      
  DATAGRAMS FORWARDED                = 1080   
  UNKNOWN PROTOCOLS RECEIVED         = 0      
  RECEIVED PACKETS DISCARDED         = 0      
  RECEIVED PACKETS DELIVERED         = 3216715
  OUTPUT REQUESTS                    = 1224896
  OUTPUT DISCARDS NO ROUTE           = 0      
  OUTPUT DISCARDS (OTHER)            = 0      
  .
  .
  .
TCP STATISTICS                                 
  CURRENT ESTABLISHED CONNECTIONS     = 23     
  .
  . 
  .      

  WINDOW UPDATES RECEIVED             = 0      
  SEGMENTS RECEIVED ON OSA BULK QUEUES= 2108346
  SEGMENTS SENT                       = 1224896
  WINDOW UPDATES SENT                 = 25959  
  DELAYED ACKS SENT                   = 2      
  RESETS SENT                         = 0      
  SEGMENTS RETRANSMITTED              = 0      
  RETRANSMIT TIMEOUTS                 = 0      
  CONNECTIONS DROPPED BY RETRANSMIT   = 0      
  PATH MTU DISCOVERY RETRANSMITS      = 0      
  PATH MTU BEYOND RETRANSMIT LIMIT    = 0      
  WINDOW PROBES SENT                  = 0      
  CONNECTIONS DROPPED DURING PROBE    = 0      
  KEEPALIVE PROBES SENT               = 0      
  CONNECTIONS DROPPED BY KEEPALIVE    = 0      

  CONNECTIONS DROPPED BY FINWAIT2     = 0      
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Appendix B: CPU ConsumptionAppendix B: CPU ConsumptionAppendix B: CPU ConsumptionAppendix B: CPU Consumption

Analysis for Mixed WorkloadsAnalysis for Mixed WorkloadsAnalysis for Mixed WorkloadsAnalysis for Mixed Workloads

(System z10)(System z10)(System z10)(System z10)

With a mixed workload, there is no way to directly
measure the amount of CPU being consumed by
the R/R workload and the amount being consumed
by the Streaming workload.  And we need to know
this breakout, because IWQ favors the more
CPU-intensive R/R workload  (r/r is more cycle
intensive because it involves a full trip through the
socket layer on every transaction... By contrast,
streaming workloads have socket activity
occurring only once per some LARGE number of
packets in or out).

We can derive the R/R vs Stream breakout if we
start with an assumption that streaming CPU
consumption per packet should be ~equivalent in
pure streaming workload and mixed workload.
(The presence of the R/R traffic will not have any
meaningful impact on the CPU consumption per
megabyte of a streaming workload -- so it should
be valid to measure pure  stream and assume the
CPU consumption for stream will not change
much when we add an interactive workload to run
alongside it.) 

To provide an extremely challenging comparison,
we'll use the CPU consumption of a streaming
workload in BALANCED mode.  (The resulting
CPU consumption benchmark will then be vs
BALANCED mode, since it's very CPU-efficient
and is the default in the field.)  

Result for Balanced mode Streaming
single-session: 

 79223 packets/sec @ 3CPs x 5.869% busy
(each). = 2.22 CPU microsec per stream
packet.

Next, again to provide a challenging benchmark
for IWQ mode, we'll derive the CPU cost per
transaction for the R/R portion of a mixed
workload in BALANCED mode: 

Result for  mixed-workload test:   balanced mode
10Gb eth Stream1+RR30:  stream: 245816 packets
per second;  RR: 65128 packets per second;  3 CPs
avg 68.08% busy.   Use the 2.22 microsec per
stream packet (from the pure-stream measurement)
to determine the per-tran R/R CPU consumption:

245816 stream pkts/sec *.00000222 CPU
sec/pkt = .545 (of one engine) = .1819 of each
of 3 engines  (each engine is 18.19% busy
w/stream workload)

Well we actually measured the machine (each of 3
CPs) at 68.08% busy in the balanced-mode mixed
workload, so to determine CPU cost per R/R tran:

  (3*(.6808-.1819))/65128 rr tps = 22.98 CPU
microsec per r/r tran.

So we now have reasonable estimates of the
amount of CPU consumed by a stream packet and
an R/R transaction, when they're running together
in balanced mode.  Now just apply these CPU
consumption results to the throughputs seen in the
IWQ mixed workload run - here we're calculating
how busy we'd expect the IWQ config to be, if a
Stream packet and an R/R transaction burned
exactly the same amount of CPU we saw in the
balanced config.

IWQ mixed workload result:  Strm1 + RR30 in
IWQ mode on 10Gb ethernet: 246991 stream
packets per second and 78857 R/R transactions per
second.  Now, using the CPU consumption
numbers just derived:

(246991*.00000222) + (78857*.00002298) =
2.36 (2.36 engines consumed) = 3 engines @  
78.67 % busy.  This is how busy we'd expect
the IWQ config to be if CPU consumption (per
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stream or R/R transaction) were identical to
the balanced mode config.

Well we were actually 80.53% busy in the
IWQ-mode mixed workload.  So 80.53/78.67 =
1.024...meaning IWQ mode is burning 2.4% more
CPU than BALANCED mode would IF
BALANCED MODE COULD ACHIEVE THIS
KIND OF TRANSACTION RATE (which it
can't).  

So IWQ in this test delivered a 21% improvement
in interactive throughput, at an increased
processing expense (per transaction) of just 2.4%. 
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